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Abstract  

The sanctuaries of Qarni have been the artistic 
characteristics. It has been overruled by the strategy of 
interpretation rather than discourses, because the writer is in the 
position of preaching and guidance, adopting various strategies 
in this field such as calling, command, Prayer, distress, ... He 
also behaved clearly in the form and content of the 
establishment, which is no longer exactly identical to the 
premises of"Badeezaman Hamadani", because it was not based 
on a fictional character and not to a certain rao, but narrator 
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is the same writer, Including a Koranic verse, and then followed by poetry 
verses, which is directed To a given recipient capable of understanding its 
meaning and understanding its purposes 

Key words:sanctuaries- strategie- guidance- pragmatic- discourse.    
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